
Live Project

Responsive business website for "Adalgo Digital" - a
digital marketing company. Single page site, build with
Bootstrap, Sass & Webpack.

Self taught web developer with 2+ years of experience in MERN Stack. Proficient in Node.js, MongoDB, React &
Redux and other related technologies. Worked effectively on freelance project individually and with team mate.
Adaptive & quick learner with focus on details. I am in search of a web developer job to gain industry experience
and discover new opportunities and challenges.

PARAS
MERN STACK WEB DEVELOPER

github.com/paras594

WORK  EXPERIENCE

ADALGO DIGITAL

HARDIWAR CAB SERVICE

Static responsive website for tour & travel business in
Haridwar. It's a multipage website developed using
Webpack, Sass & Bootstrap.

P-SPOT: PARKING APP

Parking App for a startup. As CTO, I was responsible
for overall product requirement & development. It is
build with React Native, Node.js, MongoDB & Google
Cloud APIs.

ARORA

parasarora.netlify.app

+91 8433266531

parasarora594@gmail.com

linkedin.com/in/paras594/

12-Kothi, Near SHPS School,
Kankhal, Haridwar

Visit

Visit

MAIN  SKILLS

HTML | CSS

Sass
Bootstrap
Webpack

Javascript (ES6+) React.js | Redux

Node.js | Express MongoDB | MySQL

OTHER  SKILLS

Gatsby.js
Mongoose ORM 
REST API

PERSONAL  PROJECTS

FANFIC ARENA Github Live Project

An online platform for people who love to read, write and explore fan fictions. Frontend is build with
React, Redux & Styled Components. Implemented REST API using Node.js, Express & MongoDB.

URL SHORTENER Github Live Project

A fast and simple online tool for converting long, ugly URLs and links into more manageable short URLs.
This project is the implementation of the URL shortener system design in nodejs and mongodb.

HOTEL MONTSERRAT Github

A mockup website featuring qualities and services offered by the hotel. It is focused on using webpack
bundler and learning the core concepts that are required before learning a framework.
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